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科目代码科目代码科目代码科目代码                942942942942                                科目名称科目名称科目名称科目名称                英语语言学及应用语言学英语语言学及应用语言学英语语言学及应用语言学英语语言学及应用语言学                

All the questions are to be answered in English on the answer sheets provided. Time Limit: 3 

hours     The total points for this exam are 150.  

1. Voice or voicing is a term used in phonetics and phonology to characterize speech sounds, with 

sounds described as either voiceless (unvoiced) or voiced. Describe the properties of voicing. (10 

points) 

2. Explain the differences in producing a consonant and a vowel. (10 points) 

3. In grammar, the case of a noun or pronoun is a change in form that indicates its grammatical 

function in a phrase, clause, or sentence. Does English have cases? If yes, just list them with 

examples to show that. (10 points) 

4. Translate the following logical forms into English, where a=Ann, b=Bill, c=Carol, L=love, and 

x and y are variables which may be translated as “someone”, “anyone” or “everyone” depending 

on the quantifier: (8 points) 

     a) L(a, b) & �L(a, c) 
     b) �x (L (c, x )) 
5. The following sentence is ambiguous. The phrase “in the car” could be being used (a) to 

indicate where the biting took place or (b) to specify that it was the man in the car that was bitten. 

How would the tree diagram for each differ? 

 The dog bit the man in the car. (10 points) 

6. Define the following terms. (40 points) 

1). design features of language 

2). informative function 

3). complementary distribution 

4). open classes/What are closed classes 

5). entailment 

6). back-formation 

7). speech act theory 

8). psycholinguistics 

9). Phonetics/ phonology 
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7. What are the four maxims under the cooperative principle? (10 points) 

8. Illustrate with examples how suprasegmental features can affect meaning. (10 points)  

9. How do you distinguish between entailment and presupposition in terms of truth values? (10 

points) 

10. Identify the illocutionary acts performed with the underlined utterances in the following talk. 
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